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Abstract

This paper proposes improved initialization and modified Clonal selection
algorithm, called Positive Selection based Modified Clonal Selection algorithm
for solving the Job Shop Scheduling Problem. The new algorithm has the
advantage of fast convergence speed and preventing from prematurity. Ample
well-studied benchmark instances in job-shop scheduling problems were uti-
lized to evaluate the proposed approach. The computational results show that
the proposed algorithm could obtain the superior solutions within reasonable
computing times, and the results signified the effectiveness and flexibility of
the immune memory in Clonal selection algorithm.

Keyword: Job shop scheduling, clonal selection, positive selection, Final
Solution library

1 Introduction

Scheduling is the process of sequencing and assigning jobs to machines to
meet certain optimality criterions under the given constrains. Based on the
number of machines available and the jobs environment, scheduling problems
are broadly classified into Flow Shop Scheduling (FSS), job shop scheduling
(JSS) and open shop scheduling (OSS) problem. JSS Problem (JSSP) is the
generalization of all other scheduling problems and occurs in most of the man-
ufacturing industries. This paper considers the solving methodology for JSSP.
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Today’s highly competitive global market forces the manufacturing industries
to undergo the mass production. Mass production requirement increases the
size and complexity of scheduling problem at hand. This leads that the plan-
ning and scheduling problem becomes NP (non-polynomial)-hard optimization
problem. The conventional approaches [1, 3, 4, 16, 23] used for solving schedul-
ing problems either take long time to achieve the optimal solution or fail when
the problem becomes NP hard. Hence it increases the importance of generat-
ing efficient and fast planning and scheduling techniques and put the pressure
on researchers in Operation Research (OR) society for the same. In this re-
gard, the approaches have been considered for evolving such techniques include
heuristic based algorithms [4 − 7, 10, 17 − 21, 31, 32, 34]. The generated algo-
rithms include Genetic Algorithms, Neural network, Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion, Ant Colony optimization, Tabu search, simulated annealing and recently
Artificial Immune System (AIS) based Algorithms. Among these algorithms,
AIS based algorithms are widely used because of their adaptive nature in be-
haviour for various applications with widespread range of problem size. AIS is
a novel computational intelligence approach for solving combinatorial problems
such as JSSP, which is developed on the inspiration of theoretical immunology,
observed immune functions, principles, and models [3] in bio immune system.
The main application domains [4] of AIS are computer & network security,
fault & anomaly detection, optimization computation, data analysis and data
mining. The learning capability, memory, and robustness of immune system
make AIS also useful for scheduling problems [5]. Artificial intelligent algo-
rithms for solving JSSP start with the assumption of existence of the optimal
solution in the solution space. The aim of the algorithms is searching for that
optimal solution through local and global search methods. Solution space for
a JSSP of N jobs & M machines has an upper bound of (N !)M i.e. for a
problem with 10 jobs and 10 machines 10X10 it has (10!)10= 3.9594e + 065
solutions.The complete enumeration of all solutions in order to identify the
optimal one is unpractical. So the necessary of reducing the solution search
space becomes important. This reduction can be achieved either by initializing
the search from better point or through the guided search in solution space.
This paper proposes a guided search methodology by using Artificial Immune
System. The organization of the paper starts from the statement of problem,
followed by AIS for solving JSSP, proposed algorithm, Performance metrics,
and Numerical Performance Evaluation of the Proposed Algorithm. Finally
the paper ends with the conclusion.

2 Job Shop Scheduling Problem

JSSP consists of N(j = 1, 2, 3...N) jobs to be processed on M(i = 1, 2, 3...M)
machines, subject to the following constraints. Each of the jobs consists of
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operations, Oj = o1j, ..., omj, and each operation must be processed on a
particular machine. There is no machine recirculation for a single job. Each
machine can process maximum one job at a time. Each operation has a pro-
cessing time pij and starting at the time rij. There is a technological route of
the operations of a particular job in which each operation has to be processed
after its predecessor PJj and before its successor SJj. For each operation pro-
cessed on machine Mj has a predecessor PMj and a successor SMj. In this
paper the job shop problem is to find an optimal schedule with the objective
of minimizing makespan at the earliest and to generate multiple number of
optimal schedules for changing environment.

3 Artificial immune System

Artificial Immune System [8, 9, 22, 26] is developed on the inspiration of bio
immune system. Bio immune system defends the self-body from the attack of
infectious pathogens such as bacteria and viruses. Any pathogens that can be
identified by the immune system is called antigen. The identification of antigen
provokes a specific response from immune system. Lymphocytes (T and B)
are a special type of cells that play a major role in our immune system. Upon
detection of an antigen, the B cells that best recognize (i.e., match) the antigen
are cloned. Some of these cloned cells will be differentiated into plasma cells,
which are the most active antibodies secretors, while others will act as memory
cells. Antibodies are able to adhere with the antigens, to defuse and eradicate
them. But each antigen can have multiple type of epitope which should be
identified by antibody. Hence to meet the requirement for multiple numbers
of antibodies, cloned cells are subject to hyper-mutation. The mutation rates
experienced by the clones are inversely proportional to their affinity to the
antigen. These cloning and hyper-mutation processes are collectively known
as the clonal selection principle. However, the immune response is certainly
more complex than the above explanation, in which only B cells are focused.
The important components in AIS from bio immune system are antibody and
antigens. Both can be represented and decoded in the same way for the given
problem. The basic building blocks of antibody/antigen are genes. They are
built by a string of multiple genes.

4 Representation of JSSP in AIS

In theoretical immunology, antibody refers to the cells within the human body
such as T-Cells and B-Cells which fight the infection or virus that attacks
it.The infecting pathogens i.e. virus/bacteria are known as antigens. In JSSP
perspective, an antibody is a potential solution generated by the algorithm as
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it attacks the problem at hand and the best solution which will be generated by
the AIS is considered as antigen. The potential of a solution is evaluated as the
fitness of that solution in terms of makespan. The lowest level and fundamental
element of an antibody is gene. The antibody i.e. a solution of JSSP is
represented by a sequence of integers in AIS. Each integer corresponds to a
gene of an antibody/antigen in AIS. The total number of genes in one antibody
is equal to (Number of Jobs X Number of Machines), i.e. a 6X6 problem would
have a total of 36 genes. For example, a partial solution sequence for FT06
problem is (2, 3, 1, 3, 1, 4, 2, 3, 2, 6, 4, 5, 2, 6...). In this sequence, each integer
represents a job; the job’s occurrence number gives the operation of that job
which will be processed by a particular machine given in the machine planning
table for that particular problem. The other components of AIS for solving
JSSP are antibody library, antigen library and final solution library. Antigen
library consists of a set of potential solutions which will always be considered
for next generation. Antibody library is generated from the antigen library
through cloning and affinity mutation. The final solution library (FSL) is
an important library which will be generated by the best solutions over the
iterations. FSL may or may not include the optimal solution for the given
problem. From this library the required final schedule is selected for realization
and other schedules are maintained as memory for future usage as memory cells
in AIS.

5 Clonal Selection Algorithm for solving JSSP

AIS include multiple numbers of algorithms based on different working phe-
nomenon in bio immune system. Among those B-cell based Clonal selection
algorithm capture the front position in solving various scheduling problems
[2, 12, 13, 14, 29]. The clonal selection principle describes the basic features
of an immune response to an antigenic stimulus. It establishes the idea that
only those cells that recognize the antigen can proliferate, thus being selected
against those that do not. The main features of the clonal selection theory
are:

1. The new cells are reproductions of their parents (clone) exposed to a
mutation mechanism with the mutation rate proportional to their affinity
to the antigen (affinity mutation)

2. Elimination of newly generated mutated antibodies carrying low affinity
to antigen

3. Proliferation and differentiation on contact of mature cells with antigens.

Mutation refers to change in the DNA structure with the aim of increasing the
affinity to the antigen. In AIS, the process of mutation is an adaptation of the
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Clonal Selection Algorithm with the slight modification is that the clones are
not exactly the same but slightly mutated in nature. The purpose of this is to
improve the optimality of solutions by taking good ones and slightly modifying
them in random manner with the hope of further improving the fitness value.
Clonal Selection Algorithm is proposed for solving JSSP to generate robust
solutions for changing environment in [11 − 13, 24]. This has five stages like,
initialization, cloning, mutation, selection and updating. All of the antigens
in the Antigen Library undergo mutation. After each antigen is mutated, the
new antigen is deciphered, evaluated and compared to the original antigen. If
the makespan produced by the new antigen is better than the original, this
new antigen replaces the original one in the system. The original antigen is
discarded from the Antigen Library. In this algorithm the antibody library for
the next generation is selected from the cloned & mutated antibody library of
the current generation without considering the parent antibody library. During
this selection there is a chance of missing the better antibodies from the parent
library. If the mutation rate is high the algorithm cannot guarantee that cloned
antibodies will have the better affinity towards the optimal solution. Hence
the modification is proposed in the existing clonal selection algorithm. Two
modifications are:

1. The first modification is that the cloned & mutated antibody library is
concatenated with the parent antibody library before selection of the
antigen library for the next generation. This will avoid the missing of
multiple better antibodies which will be generated by a single parent
antibody. This modification forces the algorithm to reaching the optimal
solution at the earlier runs.

2. The second modification is in the algorithm termination criteria i.e. con-
tinuing the search for multiple optimal solutions for the prefixed number
of runs even the algorithm reaches the optimal solution in the early
runs. This leads the algorithm to generate the robust solution library
with multiple optimal solutions. This modification is most effective in
the changing environment.

6 Proposed Algorithm

The proposed scheduling system for solving JSSP is divided into two stages.
The first stage consists of Positive Selection Algorithm to select the better
antibodies for antigen library which will be sent as the input to the second
stage of proposed algorithm. The second stage of the algorithm is built by
the Modified Clonal Selection Algorithm which will produce the FSL for the
given problem. This proposed algorithm is named as Positive Selection based
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Modified Clonal Selection Algorithm (PSMCSA). The algorithm is detailed in
the following subsections.

6.1 Positive selection

The main characteristic of this algorithm is that it distinguishes between good
and bad solutions in order to retain only the good solutions by discarding the
bad ones from the system. In the context of the human body, good solutions
are representative of those antibodies that can recognize and overcome the
antigen. This theory was developed in [14and15]. Similarly PSA in AIS seeks
out those solutions that show potential in finding good solutions to the given
JSSP. In order to recognize potentially good solutions, a threshold is specified
for fitness values. The solutions which have the fitness value that are below the
defined threshold are retained in the system while the others are completely
discarded from the system. Thus, a threshold is a specified value which forms
the line of separation between good and bad solutions. The fitness function
for the considered objective functions if defined as follows.

F itness = max(Cij)); ∀i, j ∈ i = 1, 2, ...N ; j = 1, 2, ...M (1)

Objective = min(max(Cij)); ∀i, j ∈ i = 1, 2, ...N ; j = 1, 2, ...M (2)

6.2 Positive Selection based Modified Clonal Selection

Algorithm (PSMCSA)

PSA in AIS selects the antibodies which will have the fitness value less than the
fitness threshold. In this algorithm, the initial antibody library is populated
using chaotic operator. Each antibody is decoded as a schedule for the given
problem and the built schedule is evaluated for the makespan. Fitness of
each antibody is calculated and is compared with the fitness threshold. If the
fitness of an antibody is less than the fixed threshold then that antibody is
selected for further processing stage otherwise discarded. The flow diagram
of integrated PSMCSA is given in figure 1. The implementation steps in the
proposed PSMCSA are given as:

1. Define the Antigen Library (AGL) and Cloned Antibody library (CAL)
with the size of N and NC respectively with NC = N ∗ nc .where ncis
number of clones generated for each antigen in AGL. In the proposed
algorithm ncis a constant

2. Defined the Combined Clonal library CCL of size NC+N

3. Initialize the first generation of AGLrk,(r=1...R; R is the number of runs
in the algorithm and k=1...K; K is the number of generations in a run)
with the antigen library generated by PSA
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Figure 1: Proposed Scheduling algorithm
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4. Initialize the first Cloned Antibody library CALkwith zeros.

5. Generate nc niches for each antigen in AGLrk(r=1...R and k=1...K).

6. Mutate the niches

7. Populate CALk by agrk
ij

8. Evaluate the fitness of antibodies in CALk

9. Concatenate CALk with AGLrk to generate CCLk and their fitness li-
braries.

10. Short the antibodies in ascending order of their fitness.

11. Receptor editing in AGLrk i.e. select N antibodies from CCLk which
are occupying top N places and populate AGLrk. Then equate AGLrk

to AGLrk+1

12. Check for stopping criteria of scheduling problem. If this is met, quit
the process, otherwise go to step 4 for generating clones of antigens in
AGLrk+1. Stopping is the end of number of generation.

13. The final AGLrk for k=K will give us the set of best solutions which can
be achieved by the proposed algorithm at the end of one run.

14. The steps 1-10 will be repeated for multiple runs and the final results
of each run will be added in the Final Solution Library. This FSL may
contain more than one optimal solution. The suitable solution may select
for the given situation.

7 Performance metrics of Final solution library

The performance of the final solution library is measured based on the number
of optimal solutions in the library, robustness on the solutions in terms of
cmax and diversity of the final solution library. Diversity of the final solution
is measured on two performance metrics. First metric called as generational
distance (GD) discover solutions convergence as close to the optimal solution
or best known solution for the given problem and the second metric known
as Spacing (S) finds the solutions spread in the memory. The mentioned two
metrics are obtained as follows from the final solution library generated by the
proposed algorithm:
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1. Generation Distance (GD) measures the convergence of solutions in the
final solution library. This metric is calculated as follows:

GD =
(
∑

i=1:M d
p
i )

1/p

M
(3)

di =
√

(Xi − BKS)2 (4)

BKS is the best known solution, M is the size of the final solution library,
Xi is the solution member of final solution library and di is the Euclidian
distance between the optimal solution or best known solution and the
solution member of the library.

2. Spacing (S) measures how well the solutions are distributed throughout
the solution library by calculating the relative distance between consec-
utive solutions and is obtained as follows:

S =

√

√

√

√

1

M
(

∑

i=1:M

di − d̄)2 (5)

d̄ is the mean value of di over the library.

8 Numerical Performance Evaluation of the

Proposed Algorithm

In order to study the performance of the proposed algorithm, it has been
simulated in MATLAB and tested for JSSP benchmark instances given by OR
library. The detailed results are given and discussed for ft06. The problem
instance is given in the Table 1 in terms of machine allocation and processing
time for each operation of the jobs. Table 1: FT06

8.1 Parameters selection

The algorithm needs certain parameters to be initiated in the beginning stage
and some of the parameters can be decided in the later stage. The parameters
to be decided in the starting of the algorithm include the size of antigen li-
brary, fitness threshold of positive selection algorithm. The parameters can be
decided in later stage of the algorithm include, number of clones per antibody,
number of mutation per clone in clonal selection algorithm and the size of the
final solution library. The parameters of the proposed algorithm are selected
by trial and error those could generate better results concerning both the qual-
ity of the solution and the computational time. Table 2 gives the algorithm
parameters selected for studying FT06. These parameters will vary for each
problem with respect to the problem size and hardness.
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Table 1: FT06

Jobs m, t m, t m, t m, t m, t m, t

1 3,1 1,3 2,6 4,7 6,3 5,6

2 2,8 3,5 5,10 6,10 1,10 4,4

3 3,5 4, 4 6,8 1,9 2,1 5,7

4 2,5 1,5 3,5 4,3 5,8 6,9

5 3,9 2,3 5,5 6,4 1,3 4,1

6 2,3 4,3 6,9 1,10 5,4 3,1

Table 2: Considered Parameters for studying the proposed Algorithm

Sl.No. Parameters Values

1. Initial Population size 100

2. Makespan threshold for PSA 70

3. Antigen library size N =5(for an instance)

4. Number of clones per antigen nc=100

5. Number of mutation per antibody mu=7

6. Antibody generation size NC=N*nc=500

7. Number of generations per run K=100

8. Number of runs M=10

9. Final Solution library size N*M=50
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Table 3: Sample Antigen Library

A1 3 4 1 6 2 5 3 5 6 2 4 1 2 5 3 4 6 1 1 3 4 5 6 2 4 5 1 6 3 2 3 1 4 2 6 5

A2 5 1 2 6 3 4 3 4 5 6 1 2 1 4 2 6 3 5 4 1 5 6 3 2 4 3 1 2 5 6 4 2 1 6 3 5

A3 2 3 5 1 6 4 3 6 5 2 4 1 1 3 5 2 4 6 3 6 4 1 2 5 4 3 1 2 5 6 1 4 2 3 6 5

8.2 Simulation results and Analysis

The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated based on the distri-
bution of makespan, the frequency of occurrence of optimal solution i.e. the
repeatability of optimality and the diversity of solutions in FSL. The num-
ber of antibodies in initial population is 100. This population is generated
by chaotic method. PSA selects antigen library from this initial population
based on the fixed fitness threshold of 70. Makespan takes the minimum and
maximum values of 68 and 118 respectively. PSA selected best five antigens
with the fixed threshold of 70. One such antigen library with three antigens
is given by table 3. These selected antigens are fed to CSA for cloning and
hyper mutation. The selected antigen library is fed to the second stage of the

Figure 2: Makespan variation over continuous 10 runs: a) CSA and b) PSM-
CSA

proposed algorithm where the required final solution library will be generated
from this antigen library. The second stage of the algorithm consists of CSA.
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Table 4: Solution Diversity in FSL for Sample Problem FT06

Performance parameters CSA PSMCSA

GD(mean) 2.9193 4.3114

GD(std) 1.0122 1.5243

S(mean) 3.3800e-013 1.419e-07

S(std) 2.9617e-013 5.983e-07

Mean of Cmax 82.583 55.5

CSA generates 100 clones i.e. 100 antibodies for each antigen and add into
the cloned antibody library of the present generation. These antibodies are
mutated based on the Log-normal mutation method. This mutated cloning li-
brary is combined with the parent library. Then the combined library is named
as global library. Global library is decoded, evaluated and then sorted. From
this sorted global library the top three antibodies are selected and promoted
as antigen library of the next generation. This cycle is repeated for the fixed
number of iterations per generation and runs over a fixed number of genera-
tions per run. To check out the repeatability of the optimum result the full
algorithm was repeated for 10 runs. The generated global libraries are accu-
mulated for 10 runs. Makespan variation of this accumulated library is shown
in figure 2. There are two graphs shown in this figure. Graph (a) is generated
by the CSA and the graph (b) is generated by the proposed algorithm. The
figure well shows that the proposed algorithm carries out the optimum sched-
ules for almost all the generation and reaches the optimum in all the runs and
also each optimal solution is unique. These optimal solutions generated over
10 runs form the FSL. The performance metrics of FSL is given in table 4.
PSMCSA gives better diversity and space metrics than CSA and also it gives
the robustness of 55.5 instead of 82.583 by CSA. A sample optimal schedule
from FSL of ft06 is given in figure 3. The results given in table 5 and 6
are for CSA and PSMCSA which have been generated in the same computer
(icore 5) for the fixed number of iterations and runs. The number of iterations
and number of runs are different for different problem. The increasing number
of iterations and runs may further improve the results for both the algorithm.
The tables 5 and 6 helps to deciphered that the proposed algorithms is a better
alternative for CSA for generating optimal or near optimal schedules for all
size of JSSP.
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Figure 3: Gantt chart of a Partial schedule for a solution of ft06 JSSP

Table 5: Performance Comparison of Proposed Algorithm with Conventional

CSA for ft06
Parameters Conventional CSA Proposed PSMCSA

Minimum of Makespan 55 55

Best Known Solution 55 55

Mean of Makespan 116.56 82.2318

Time taken to reach 12s 1.2755s

the first optimal schedule

Algorithm run time 50 s 17s

Number of times the algorithm 70/30000 596/30000

reached optimal solution over run time

Size of FSL - 60

Number of unique optimal schedules in FSL 2 57
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Table 6: Performance Comparison of PSMCSA with Conventional CSA

Benchmark Known Best Solution Number of times Size Number of unique

problem Optimal produced by reached the best of FSL optimal

Solution algorithm solution schedules in FSL

CSA / PSMCSA CSA / PSMCSA PSMCSA PSMCSA

Ft06 (6x6) 55 55 / 55 70 / 900 60 57

La01 (10x5) 666 702 / 666 80 / 890 60 55

La02 (10x5) 655 708 / 655 66 / 875 60 56

La03 (10x5) 597 672 / 597 92 / 850 60 34

La04 (10x5) 590 644 / 590 78 / 900 60 54

La05 (10x5) 593 593 / 593 68 / 867 60 56

La 06 (15x5) 926 965 / 934 89 / 678 60 57

La07 (15x5) 890 920 / 890 47 / 650 60 55

Ft10 (10x10) 930 1208 / 940 15 / 100 60 40

La16 (10x10) 945 1124 / 960 10 / 90 60 23

ABZ5 (10x10) 1234 1434 / 1249 8 / 66 60 35

ABZ6 (10x10) 943 1084 / 967 3 / 96 60 25

9 Conclusion

As an attempt to improve the performance of Clonal Selection Algorithm, pos-
itive selection based PSMCSA algorithm is proposed in this paper. The major
advantage of PSA in the proposed algorithm is the better starting position for
the instances. In addition to that a single pool of antibodies (100 antibodies)
is utilized for generating antigen library for all the instances. Performance
of combined PSMCSA is studied against the conventional Clonal Selection
Algorithm (CSA). The results discussed in the previous section clearly show
that the proposed PSMCSA outperforms the CSA in all the considered ob-
jectives such as optimality, repeatability, Diversity and in Space metrics. As
the proposed algorithm can generate optimal solution library, this can be a
solution methodology for JSSP under the changing environment without the
permanent failure and with the changing in job readiness sequence. In future
this is planned to work towards the analysis and modification of the proposed
algorithm to generate robust solution library for multi objective JSSP.
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